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01 The Real Slim Shady 02 Fack 03 Encore 04 Lose Yourself 05 Stan 06 Wake Up 07 The Way I Am 08 Who Knew 09 The Real Slim Shady Part II 10 Paparazzi 11 Sing For The Moment 12 The
Way I Am (Reggae Remix) 13 The Way I Am (Guru Remix) 14 My Name Is (Piano Remix) This is pretty much an Eminem classic. I think it has everything on it that The Slim Shady album
needs. From the catchy chorus to the interesting production, this record has everything you need to win in a track. I personally think the most iconic song on the album is The Way I Am.
While The Real Slim Shady is the most controversial track, I think most people are able to enjoy it. But, I really like the video, too. Its just a great video for a really classic track. I recommend
you guys check it out. This is another great track from The No Limit Era. While I dont think the verses on The Real Slim Shady are as good as they are on the rest of Emmies albums, the rest
of the record is pretty good. I love the chorus on this track. While the beat is a little annoying, I like the way the instrumentation changes in the chorus. Its an amazing song that helps
remind me of how good The Marshall Mathers LP was. I cant wait to hear the live version. 01 Intro 02 Fack 03 The Way I Am 04 My Name Is 05 Stan 06 Lose Yourself 07 Shake That 08 Sing
For The Moment 09 Without Me 10 Like Toy Soldiers 11 The Real Slim Shady 12 Mockingbird 13 Guilty Conscience 14 Cleanin Out My Closet 15 Just Lose It 16 When Im Gone 17 Stan (Live)
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60. my name is (the slim shady lp, 1999) this is a pretty damn good song. eminem is the first person on record who i can think of who comes out and raps against a fictional character and
lets you know who that character is. after telling us his name, e emas a character within the story. he sets up the expectations for the song, and tells us what character hes against. at first,

hes a full time employeeand hes a pain doctorand hes a wall of bricksand hes a junior high school teacherand hes an ice cream manand hes a medical doctorand he tells us hes a little
cuplike in lilo and slumpsand his name is stanley. and then its over. andrew unterberger it gets even better with the way i am, when ems demystifies the record business and offers some
insight into whats really going on behind the scenes. these songs, specifically, were a response to the skepticism surrounding the marshall mathers lp, especially surrounding the samples-

filled stan, which he had to go to interscope records for approval. in the song, slim tells us what the label didnt like about his music, and why it got turned down, explaining that in the music
industry, something about music matters less than something else: authenticity, the way you are and the way you sound. basically, ems response was that if people didnt like his music,
they could fuck off. and though the way i am isnt a huge hit, it was the first eminem song of the new millennium that shifted the focus from what he sounded like to how he felt, and that

was no small feat. k.m. 5ec8ef588b
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